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PRESENTATON TO CLOUDWATER
On Friday 5th May the Somerset Branch of CAMRA attended the Barrel Store
Brewery Tap in Sheffield Street to present Cloudwater with an award for their
beer of the festival, held at the Quantock Brewery, last September. Three of
their members came up to Manchester to hand over a framed certificate, won
for their ‘Session IPA
Sorachi’ brew.
The Picture shows left to
right owner Paul Jones,
former Branch Chairman
of Somerset Phil Emond
(now Social Secretary)
and Steve Smith
(Cloudwater Brewery
Liaison Officer).
Everybody was
extremely delighted with
the award. ( Item from
‘Opening Times’)
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A Pint (or two) in Worcester
It is a fine Saturday morning as we leave Watchet at 10am to head up the M5
aiming for the City of Worcester: famous for a multitude of things not least the
final battle of the English Civil War where Cromwell's New Model Army
defeated Charles 1's Cavaliers. For thirsty West Somerset drinkers, however,
the multitude of good hostelries was the attraction. At 12.15 we pull up in the
coach park next to the river Severn and make our way to The Paul Pry in the
Butts. We are met by brothers Edward and Alex who also own Pope's
Brewery. The pub is very 'Olde Worlde' –
the old tiles throughout being some of the
best I've seen. 4 Beers are on: Little Giant
Breakfast Stout from Green Duck,
Thornbridge's Jaipur, Miami Weiss Wheat
Beer and, the one I go for, Hafren from
Three Shires. Some people, i.e. Ian from
Bishops Lydeard, get stuck into the home
made scotch eggs and sausage rolls
declaring that they are the best they've ever
had. Time to move on so we grab a taxi to
The Winning Post in the north of the city. Jim the landlord has on sale two of
their own beers from their own brewery (Winning Post) across the road
Mellow Sessions and Wet Kitty – I try them both at a very reasonable £2.60
per pint. Whilst there I meet Bob Backandforth who has written books about
the pubs of Worcester; he advises us to cross the river to the district of St
Johns. The first pub we find is The Bell, a true locals' haunt. The landlady,
Laura, has six beers: I have the Prescott Hill Climb and wander round the pub
– its like the tardis – huge inside with little rooms appearing here and there.
Two hundred yards down the road we come to The Bush which is another true
locals' pub where the landlady is Clare and the bar staff Smirf and Mel. They
have four ales on three of which are from Cannon Royall – the Honeyed IPA
goes down a treat. Re-crossing the river we pass the County Cricket Ground
en route to St Nicholas Street in the city centre where we find The Imperial;
this establishment is owned by Black Country Brewery. Three of their own
beers are on along with six guests. I am served by Fred, partner of the
landlady Denise. I choose a South Island from VOG, a brewery in Barry, one
of which I have never previously heard. This is a great pub with a terrific
range of beers. Some of our party shoot off to The King Charles II in New
Street, this is one of three pubs owned by Craddocks Brewery and is
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renowned for its home-made pies. The locals tell the lads to try The Plough in
Fish Street which has brews from both Holdens and Malvern Hills: it is near to
the cathedral and, again, a typical local. Next it is back in time to The
Cardinal's Hat built in 1497 and, reputedly the oldest pub in Worcester:
Flagstone floors and wooden panelling make for a nice atmosphere to
compliment the four ever-changing beers which are sourced from local
breweries with bar-lady Claudia in charge. She needs to be with one of the
older patrons giving us a rousing rendition of “Poor Old Soldier”. Time is
catching up with us and empty tummys suggest that a visit to Wetherspoons,
in this case The Postal Order for much needed sustenance. A 14oz Aberdeen
Angus steak lubricated with a pint of Battledown Premium and the world
looks a far better place. On our way back to the coach we almost pass The
Paul Pry – well we started here so it is only right that we should nip in and
finish the tour here, a dozen others from the coach join us. In days of old it is
reputed that Worcester had 365 pubs, one for each day of the year – not so
many now but if you want a good day out with varied beer choice at very
reasonable prices then I can heartily recommend it.
Mick Cleveland.
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The Bridge Inn - Topsham
There are, up and down the country, a small number of pubs to which the
true CAMRA supporter will have made pilgrimages as a matter of compulsory
obligation to bona fide their membership!
The Bridge Inn at Topsham is one! Not only is it unique in its own world
as a Classic Inn; it has remained in the same family ownership for 120 years.
William John Gibbings who took over the license in 1897 and through the
family Caroline Cheffers-Heard, is probably handing the incumbency to her
daughter Riannon, the fifth generation; and there is an ongoing possibility she
might pass it on to her daughter, born in 2008, who would, thus, become the
sixth.
A past winner of Exeter & East Devon
Branch's Pub of the year it has the unbeatable
claim to fame that it is the first Pub to which
our Queen, on the 27th March 1998, made an
Official Visit: This being during a tour of the
West of England.
For the benefit of the few Somerset
CAMRA members who may not have visited
the Bridge; it is situated on the banks of the
River Clyst, a tributary of the lower Exe, on the
right, as you begin to enter Topsham from the
east. Painted pink with a car park to the side;
and supporting a rustic garden with many
wooden table-benches scattered around for
customers to enjoy the view of wild life along the banks of this part of the
estuary. On a balmy summer’s early afternoon with a pint of Adnams
Broadside; I was viewing England at its best!
On clement days beer can be served, to those taking advantage of the
outdoor amenities, through a ‘hatch-door’, behind which is the cellar. On my
visit there were five beers on offer, bearing in mind these are forever
changing; the choice was from: - Contraband (5.8abv) brewed by Jollyboat,
Otter Pale Ale (4.9abv) we all know from where! I’ve mentioned Broadside
(4.7abv). One I’d never heard of (but should have) P.A.P.A. (4.5abv) of
Coastal Brewery. I have now looked this up and found it is brewed in
Cornwall on an industrial estate just outside Redruth by by Alan Hinde. Alan
moved from Crewe in 2005 and began brewing shortly afterwards. Finally;
‘Branoc’ (3.8abv) as we know brewed by Branscombe Vale. I’m not a cider
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drinker but there was one – Pip Cider (5.0abv)
All of them, without exception, are served straight from the casks - and unless
asked - will be served in ‘Man’s’ glass, with a handle, and not the ‘Girly’
straight glass!!
Inside one feels like stepping back in time; cosy unpretentious furnishings
in a lounge area and a few paces along what was, perhaps, the original hall to
the building and then to the right: the bar.
A large ingle-nook fireplace with beautifully stacked logs, not needed on
this warm summer's day, in what is the main bar-area measuring probably no
more than sixteen, or so, square yards. On the bar, its self, the width of one
man standing at it, there is a beer menu with all you need to know about the
beers and what is available. This room is dark with low seating of various sorts
but gives an ambiance of, perhaps, days gone-by?
Home prepared food of a substantial nature: Classic ploughman’s, smoked
chicken door-step sandwiches that are served with delightful gooseberry pickle
and locally sourced pies.
A must visit for the true Inn, traditional beer, follower.
Jeremy Leyton.
Somerset CAMRA Pub of the Year
2017 and Runner up 2016

Special CAMRA
Member Discount:

A warm welcome awaits you at the

20p off a pint of Real Ale at all
times except 3-5pm Mon-Thurs
where double discount applies.
Please show valid CAMRA card at the bar

6 Real Ales
~

Farmhouse Ciders
Good Home Made Food
Large Beer Garden
Children's Play Area

17th Century Freehouse

~

Withy Rd, West Huntspill, Som, TA9 3RA
01278 783756

~

www.thecrosswaysinn.com

~

AA 4 Star
Bed & Breakfast
7 Double/Twin and 1 family
En-suite Bedrooms

Just off the M5 at Junction 22
Situated on main bus routes
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The Trail
Another successful beer festival – no not that one – the one which runs
for two months and takes in 43 Pubs with a total of 86 different beers from 48
different breweries and that is not including the various 'Festivals' that we
encountered along the way – just those beers which were on the pumps when
we walked in.
For those who like to know such things the largest selection was in The
Halfway House, Pitney, with no less than 9, followed closely by The Top
Ship, Porlock, with 8. Third in the availability rankings went, jointly, to The
Holman Clavel, Culmhead, and The Crossways, West Huntspill both of
whom had 6.
Of the beers themselves: Exmoor Ale and Otter Bitter tied each being
found in 10 pubs. Not surprisingly the Exmoor Ale was mainly to the west
side of the M5 motorway whilst Otter Bitter was to
the east. A noticeable decline over the last few trails
has been in Sharps Doom Bar with this year being
no exception – just 5 pubs offered it all to the east of
the M5 – I was expecting to find it in the more
touristy areas of the west. Another beer to be found
in the east alone was Butcombe Bitter; in fact no
Butcombe beers were on offer
in the west. When we talk about the total number of a
Brewery's products then Otter led the field with their
sales staff working hard to provide a total of 23 pump
clips featuring that magical little animal made famous in
'Tarka' and 'Wind in the Willows'. Exmoor managed 18
with St Austell on 16. The latter showed a marked drop
in the availability of the one time market leader:
Tribute, it even being beaten by their own Proper Job.
We did not come across anything from Yeovil Ales
which I found surprising as I often imbibe it in South
Somerset.
People:- 116 managed to qualify for a T Shirt with 41
also receiving a Book Token. No less than 14 hardy
folk completed the whole trail.
Next year we will, probably at the expense of those in South Somerset,
have a few pubs on Exmoor, a couple of those which usually feature were on
their 'break' after three years this time. Difficult this one as they are so spread
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out making it more of a chore than a pleasure for 'trailers'. Unless, of course,
the weather is glorious making any trip to Exmoor a pleasurable experience.
A gentle warning to landlords: we will probably have to increase your
contribution towards printing a little next year. We did about ten years ago but
then dropped it during the last credit squeeze. Times is hard….!
We are now up to a total of 140 different pubs who have been on the trail
at least once.
Congratulations to Tracey Griffen of Porlock who won the £50.00 for a
meal for two in the pub of her choice from those participating in this year’s
trail. She has chosen The Holman
Clavel up on the Blackdowns.
Alan Walker and myself would
like to thank those of you who sent in
notes about the trail; mostly good I’m
happy to say.
See you next year.
Paul Davey.

4 Pint Jug containers for Real Ale, Cider or Perry. New front style CAMRA
logo.
Available minimum order of 10.
Please order via Phil Emond
pje.4mt7mt@sky.com £1.80 each, you
will be invoiced after delivery direct from
H/Q.
Space available on reverse for your own
label.
Various pubs already supplied please
contact for details.
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Ashcott TA7 9PZ
01458 210232

We are proud to
be in the Good Beer
Guide for the 20th
consecutive year!
Real ales from
mainly West Country
micro breweries and
award-winning food
www.ringobells.com

A FEW BEERS ON THE ISLE OF MAN (& MERSEYSIDE)
Wednesday May 17th saw me on my way for my first ever trip to the Isle
of Man in company with John Simms (on his fifth trip to Mannin) and Hugh
Gloyn (third time and the man who proposed the trip). Courtesy of the
vagaries of railway ticketing John went by a different route to Southport to
Hugh and I and was well down his first pint of the trip when we arrived.
The rendezvous was the “Guest House” a pub with a fine interior and a
good selection of ales which John first drank in regularly in the 1970’s when
it was a Higson’s house --and John lived in Swansea but the tale is a bit
complex to relay here. There is a good pint of a tasty low gravity dark mild
from the Southport Brewery to start the day well. We meet up with Doug
Macadam Southport& West Lancs Branch have a couple and then find our
hotel.
In the evening, John and Hugh go off to eat and finish their evening in the
“Lakeside”, a contender for the smallest pub in England title. Doug takes me
around some of the other hostelries in this fine resort town.
Next morning after breakfast, we catch the train to Liverpool Central and
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walk down to the Pier Head. Our ship sails at 11.15 and as the “Mannana” is a
modern trimaran ferry and the sea is calm the crossing goes by comfortably
and I get my first site of the impressive bay and seafront at Douglas. A pint is
called for and we climb uphill from the Sea Terminal into the finance sector
area and the “Prospect”. Dating from 1857 this has a fine interior and the 14
handpumps offer the full range from the island’s biggest brewer Okell’s and a
selection of guests.
Suitably refreshed we go down to the seafront. Our hotel is at the other end
and as we have luggage a journey on
the Douglas Horse Trams is in order.
Except, we discover that equine flu
has broken out and the trams are off
the road whilst the vets work in the
stables. So we catch a bus. Our hotel
is the Edelweiss, set back slightly
from the front and a pleasant
establishment with friendly staff. It is
also only a short walk to two GBG
pubs and we stroll the 200 yards to
the busy “Queens’ Hotel” on the
seafront. Two pumps selling Okell’s
and good food. Plus it gives Hugh
and John a chance to say hello again
to a group of regulars they met on
their last trip over.
Next morning it’s time to start
using the “Heritage Cards” which we
purchased at the Sea Terminal on
arrival. For £57 these give travel on
the Island’s excellent bus services, the Steam Railway, Manx Electric Railway
and Snaefell Mountain Railway plus admission to various museums and
heritage sites. I soon begin to catch on that for an island 33 miles long and 13
miles across the Isle of Man is scenically diverse and has plenty of interest.
We catch a bus across the island to the lovely little town of Peel with its huge
castle dominating the harbour. Here the former railway station has been
extended and converted into a fine museum in which much can be learned
about the history of the island.
Suitably educated we cross the road to the “Creek” where my colleagues
say that you cannot visit Peel without trying the local kippers and sure enough,
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there are hot kipper sandwiches on the menu,and very good they are. If you
are wondering about the salt content and resultant thirst then have no fear.
Linda the landlady keeps an excellent range of beers, plus a draught cider and
there is a chance to sample Bushy’s, the second biggest brewer on the island.
Their trademark is a fox on a motor bus, a gentle joke as there are no foxes in
the Isle of Man.
We carry on by bus to the main town in the north of the island, Ramsey
which is a working harbour town complete with shipyard. En route the signs
of the approaching TT races are visible as the buses follow parts of the course.
Bridges and walls are being padded (by race days so will post boxes,
telephone kiosks etc) but as the riders will be hitting 150 mph on roads
comparable with the A358 it makes you think about the risks they take. We
call in at the Trafalgar, an old style
harbour front pub where we hit a
minor disappointment in that the
Moorhouses Black Cat has gone
off just before we arrive. More
Bushy’s is consumed.
Our return to Douglas is via the
Manx Electric Railway, which
gives some fabulous views as the
early 20th century tramcars climb,
descend and twist their way along.
Back in Douglas the evening
brings a visit to some local pubs.
IOM has 24 in GBG2017.
Saturday we walk the short distance to the Manx
Electric station and travel to Laxey. The station here is a lovely spot but on
alighting, we switch to the Snaefell Mountain Railway for the trip to the top of
the highest mountain on the island in another vintage electric car. Sadly the
weather closes down and there is not much visibility from the top but the
journey is interesting. Back at Laxey there is time to visit the Great Laxey
Wheel aka the “Lady Isabella” which is a major part of industrial history and
take a ride on the short but charming Great Laxey Mines Tramway which uses
a pair of tiny steam engines that look like nothing else on rails in Britain. By
now, the sun is out and well past the yardarm so we walk down to Laxey
harbour and the Shore Hotel. This is home to the Old Laxey brewery, which is
a one-beer micro. Bosun’s Bitter is good lunchtime session ale and the steak
baguettes are very large, especially considering we were looking for a light
snack.
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Back to Douglas on the MER and into the other pub close to the
Edelweiss, the “Terminus”, which is right beside the point where the horse
trams meet the electric line. It’s another wood –panelled Edwardian house and
we arrive in time for the kitchen’s evening opening at 5.00. Most tables are
reserved so we grab one of the vacant ones. Beers are a couple from Okell’s
and Courage Best (which as in drinking terms this is an off-shore part of North
West England raises thoughts of Courage coming through sparklers). When
the food arrives we can appreciate why so many tables are reserved. It’s rather
good. The evening continues with more local pubs, some revisited, with Hugh
moaning that I always find good pubs up very steep hills!
Sunday morning we are
back to the MER for a short trip
to Groudle. Alighting from the
tram we walk down the Glen to
the wonderful Groudle Glen
Railway. This was an
Edwardian pleasure line which
went broke and became derelict
in the 1960’s. Now restored by
volunteers it climbs out of the
glen onto the cliff tops where
their splendid café overlooks
the Irish Sea. A cup of tea and a
snack precedes walking back up
the Glen and the tram to Laxey. Here The Prospect - Douglas
we visit the Bridge Inn, a friendly basic
pub offering Bushy’s and with
motorcycle racing the main topic of local conversation. A bus takes us into
Douglas in time to catch a train on the Isle of Man Steam Railway to
Ballasalla where we hop off and then catch a train back to Douglas, passing
Okell’s brewery on the outskirts of the town. Walking along the harbourside
we turn into the brewery tap for the last of the island breweries, Hooded Ram.
The bar is functional modern with three screens showing sport but the beers
are very good. John and I each savour a rich and tasty pint of dark mild and
Hugh enjoys a low gravity bitter. Hooded Ram is unusual in that they brew
high gravity beers. Most Manx offerings are low and medium. Back to the
Queens and a problem Food is supposed to be on sale until 7.00. We arrive at
quarter to and the kitchen has closed. The Terminus does no food on Sundays
so it’s find a takeaway. Not so good.
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Monday is Isle of Man Steam Railway day. We catch the first train from
Douglas for the 17 mile trip to Port Erin in the south, some 16 miles on a
narrow gauge train that scoots along with its Victorian carriages on the
remaining section of a system that once also ran to Peel and Ramsey. At Port
Erin we visit the railway museum, take a stroll around the village and go for
lunch in the “Falcon’s Nest”. This is a large hotel with two fine bars but we
drink our beer and enjoy our sandwiches in the conservatory looking out
across the bay. We then take a bus to neighbouring Port St Mary, a lovely
little harbour town where sadly there
is no time to visit the “Albert”.
Walking down to the station we catch
a train to Castletown and explore the
former island capital where John
points out the site of the former
Castletown Brewery, now a block of
luxury apartments. The “Sidings” is
right beside the station and is a
Bushy’s house with guest beers. John
and I have a pint of the local Ruby
Mild and Hugh enjoys a Wainwright.
Tuesday is return home on the
afternoon boat but it dawns in
glorious sunshine so we arrange to
leave the luggage at the Hotel while
we take the trams and revisit Snaefell
and have a wonderful sunny time on
the summit with the bonus of light
winds. The ferry makes good time
across a millpond Irish Sea and we
locate our hotel. Somehow or other
all of the places we stayed are close
to GBG houses and this time it’s all of five minutes to the “Baltic Fleet”.
Brewing has ceased but it’s still a very fine house and Liverpool Organic beer
is most tempting to start the evening. Doug joins us again and we eat in one of
the City’s 7 Wetherspoons, after which its pub crawl until Doug’s last train
home at 23.30!!
Wednesday morning it’s heigh ho to Lime Street and train journeys home.
Phil Emond.
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The Thoughts of Chairman Mick
Hi, I hope everyone is enjoying the summer months.
To all who took part in this year’s Somerset CAMRA Pub Trail, I hope
you found the pub’s Paul picked interesting, with a good selection of ales
across the county.
I know a few people managed to do all the 40+ pubs, how many miles you
have travelled beggars belief!! Between Porlock Weir and Yeovil is well over
50 miles.
A reporter has been in touch asking how I felt the smoking ban has
affected pubs now it is 10 years since the ban was imposed. Some pubs did
nothing, whilst others made special covered areas for their customers. How do
you think your local was affected? It would be interesting to find out. You
could drop a line or email Paul Davey at Pints of View with your experience.
Keep propping up the bar.
Mick Cleveland.
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Pub/Brewery News
Not all pub closure news is of the ‘doom and gloom’ variety:- After a lengthy
closure The Drayton Arms has re-opened as The Drayton Crown. Andy Jones,
who looks after our WhatPub entries, says:
There were serious concerns in the mid Somerset village of Drayton that
the village pub the 'Drayton Arms' would be lost forever. However after a two
year refurbishment the pub re-opened in June.
The refurbishment is outstanding but it has retained some great character
with flagstone floors and beams. The pub has had its name returned to ‘The
Drayton Crown’ which was what it was originally called before it became the
‘The Drayton Arms’. The original bar has been moved back to create more
space and light with a much bigger serving area and a much larger floor space.
The old skittle alley which was practically falling down, has been re-built to
include 4 en-suite high quality B&B rooms.
Locally sourced food is provided from a modern kitchen and there is a new
downstairs skittle alley which can also be used as a function room. The whole
outside area has been vastly improved with lots of seating, a large deck,
increased parking capacity and a very large lawn area. Three real ales are
served and a fourth is planned. There are also two real ciders.
Well worth a visit in this quiet and delightful village and you will get a
warm welcome from Donna & Steve the hosts.
The Portman Arms in East Chinnock has been closed for a while but is reopening at the end of August as ‘Woodentops’.
The Globe at Appley has re-opened whilst the Plough in Taunton is being
re-furbished.
Fine Tuned Brewery has a new home, complete with a 20 barrel plant
opposite Glastonbury Ales in Somerton.
Word has it that a buy-out of kit etc. should see RCH being re-born as
Pitchfork Ales.
Our branch pub of the year- The Crossways - has a beer festival over the
August Bank Holiday as does last year’s winner - The Brewers Arms - and
The Bear at Wiveliscombe. The George, Brompton Regis has a beer and cider
festival on Saturday September 23rd. The King William in Crewkerne has a
festival from the 29th September to 1st October.
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The Beer Scooter
How many times have you woken up in the
morning after a hard night of drinking and thought
'How did I get home?'? As hard as you try,
you cannot piece together your return
journey from the bar to your home.
The answer to this puzzle is that you
used a beer scooter. The beer scooter is a
mythical form of transport, owned and leased out to the drunk by Bacchus
the Roman god of wine. Bacchus has branched out since the decrease in the
worship of the Roman pantheon and bought a large batch of these magical
devices. The beer scooter works in the following fashion: The passenger
reaches a certain level of drunkenness and the slurring gland begins to give
off a pheromone. Bacchus or one of his many sub-contractors detects the
pheromone and sends down a winged beer scooter. The scooter scoops up the
passenger and deposits them in their bedroom via a trans-dimensional portal.
It is not cheap to run a beer scooter franchise, so a large portion of the
passenger's in-pocket cash is taken as payment. This generates the second
question after a night out 'How did I spend so much money?'.
Beer scooters have a poor safety record and are thought to be
responsible for 90% of all UDI (unidentified drinking injuries). An
undocumented feature of the beer scooter is the destruction of time segments
during the trip. The nature of trans-dimensional portals dictates that time will
be lost, seemingly unaccounted for.
This generates the third question after a night out 'What happened?'
With good intentions, Bacchus opted for the EMIT (embarrassing moments
in time) add on, that automatically allocates (for removal), in descending
order, those parts in time regretted most. Unfortunately one's EMIT is not
necessarily the EMIT of another and quite often lost time is regained over a
suitable period.
Independent studies have also shown that Beer Goggles cause the scooter's
navigation system to malfunction thus sending the passenger to the wrong
bedroom often with horrific consequences.
With recent models including a GPS, Bacchus made an investment in a
drive-thru chain specialising in half eaten kebabs and pizza crusts. Another
question answered.
For the family man, beer scooters come equipped with flowers picked
from other people's garden and Thump-A-Lot Boots. These boots are
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designed in such a way that no matter how quietly you tip-toe, you are sure
to wake up your other half. Special anti-gravity springs ensure that you bump
into every wall and the CTSGS (coffee table seeking guidance system)
explains the bruised shins.
K.S.
(Thanks Keith - that explains a lot)

A Warm Welcome from

EXMOOR

The George Inn: Brompton Regis. 1.5 Miles from the picturesque Wimbleball Lake, in
the southern part of Exmoor: We offer B&B 4 en-suite Letting Rooms, Sunday Roast with Pud for
£13.50. A warm welcome and even extend that to Well Behaved Dogs and Children. We are
pleased to have been part of the Somerset CAMRA Pub Trail in 2017. Our Website showing full
opening times etc: www.thegeorgeonexmoor.co.uk

MILLET LITE
Around 10,000 years ago our ancestors in Africa and the Middle East
found that their nomadic lifestyle was insufficient to support a growing
population and started to domesticate animals and cultivate a number of
starch-rich grasses. From these grasses our forebears produced bread and
around 10,000 years ago, plus one day, wild yeasts infected any soggy bread
or moistened grain and, Bob’s your uncle, they had beer and the party started.
So, with a trip to South Africa planned I went in search of the beginnings
of the World’s most popular alcoholic beverage.
Cape Town is a vibrant, modern city, or at least half of it is; the other half
is a rather edgy place where you should have your wits about you, especially
when travelling after dark. And then there are the Townships, best undertaken
with a guide which is exactly what we did.
The old centre of the city has a colonial feel about it, although this doesn’t
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necessarily mean it’s English architecture that dominates and many of the
buildings look French or Spanish and occasionally you could be in New
Orleans. It was in one of these iron latticework fronted buildings that we
found the Beerhouse, a craft beer emporium. In fact, the correct name for the
bar is Beerhouse 99, as it had ninety-nine bottles of beer on the wall … don’t
get me started!
In order to choose your beer, the bar had created a complex beer menu
classifying beer by style; ‘light and aromatic’, ‘complex and heavy’, ‘fruity
and playful’ etc. This menu looked like some sort of complicated board
game, once played on Christmas day and then stored and forgotten in the loft
until the end of time. We therefore relied on the tried and tested method of
ignoring the official guidance and ordered beer by numbers; “we’ll have a
thirty-two and seventy-three”. This stood us in reasonable stead and we had a
fair range of modern, US style ales. However, none of these came anywhere
near what we were looking for.
What we wanted was Umqombothi - a maize and sorghum beer, brewed
for countless generations from recipes handed down from mother to
daughter.
The beer starts with
cereal – maize, which is
naturally sweet and doesn’t
need malting, and sorghum
which does need some
malting (which is done by
part-germinating the grain)
before mixing these together
with water and boiling,
usually outside in an iron pot.
Once ‘cooked’ the mixture is
left to cool overnight and
natural yeasts in the air infect
the brew and it starts fermenting.
Now, as some of you will know, having drunk Flemish gueuze and
lambic beers, the result of this type of spontaneous fermentation is to produce
a very sour beer – a bit like the end of the barrel in some very grotty pub on
the outskirts of town after a slow weekend. Those Belgians might like it, but
it is not necessarily to our palate.
Our South African cousins know when the beer is ready by putting a
lighted match to the beer fumes and when the flame is extinguished by the
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carbon dioxide, the beer is good to go.
We visited Marco’s African Place to try the ale. “Can we try the
traditional beer?” I ask. The waitress asked me if I had had it before. “No” I
said and she suggested I try a small glass before buying a whole jug. The
beer turned up in an earthenware pot and as soon as I got it to my nose I could
smell the rank sourness of the brew. The beer itself was creamy and wheaty
and tasted very much like a Belgian sour beer, but with lumps in it. “Very
interesting”, I said. I did not order a jug, nor did I have a second portion of the
fried mopane worms – even if they were a good source of protein!
My advice when visiting South Africa; stick to the Pinotage – it’s very
good.
Ian Pearson is the owner of Somerset’s smallest commercial brewery, the
Stowey Brewery - www.4ale.co.uk
( If you’re visiting one of the other Southern Africa countries the beverage is
made by SAB and marketed as Chibuku Shake Shake it still tastes much as Ian
describes it; i.e alcoholic porridge - ed)
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Down to Devon
We leave the Star Inn in Watchet for our 77th Pub Tour, and we fill up
the last 6 to join us in Bishops Lydiard and fill the 29 seater coach.
Then it’s down the M5, and just past Exeter, we arrive at the small hamlet
of Ide. Dave our coach driver, spots a pub with a large empty car park, and
we park. I stop reading my paper, look out of the window, and say, “Dave,
it’s the wrong pub”. We travel to the top of the village where we find ‘The
Poachers’. We are met by the landlord Tony, barman Charlotte, and Boxer
dog , Boots.
There are 6 beers on offer, and I go for the ‘Sunshine’ from Holsworthy
Brewery, and to follow, beer from South Hams Brewery, ‘Eddystone’. The
Poachers is a quirky pub with small rooms filled with armchairs and sofas.
As it’s our first pub and everyone’s got a thirst on board, 3 of the 6 beers ran
out, so we left Tony
cleaning pipes and
putting new barrels on.
Twenty minutes
later, we arrive at our
second pub, the ‘Tom
Cobley’ at Spreyton. We
are greeted by the
landlord Roger, and his
daughter, Lucy. The
Tom Cobley offers us 11
ales and 18 ciders to
choose from. Julian goes for the 5.1% American IPA from Black Tor
Brewery, while I try a 4.3% ‘Speak Easy’ from Powderkeg. When we are on
our second pint, Lucy brings out some pork and beef rolls to help soak up the
beer. One of the lads says with so many beers and ciders available that the
cellar must be quite large. Roger laughs and says “Mick, show him the
cellar”. It’s very compact and well organised. It is easy to see why the ‘Tom
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Cobley’ has won Pub of the Year in this part of Devon, and was voted
CAMRA National Pub of the Year in 2006. If you are in this part of the
country, it is a pub not to miss.
It’s time to move on to our third pub,
‘The Railway’ at North Tawton. The pub is tucked away next to the old
railway station about 2 miles south of North Tawton. We are met by Claire
and Burt, they have ‘Avocet’ from Exeter Brewery and ‘Real Ale’ from
Teignworthy. They also have their own gin from the Dartmoor Distillery,
called ‘Beast Gin’, at 57% it really is a beast. Burt said it was very good for
curing piles, and there’s me thinking you drank it!
It’s onward and upwards, as we go onto our fourth pub, the “Lamb Inn’ at
Sandford. Marlena and Ellie have 4 beers on. I try a ‘Devon Summer’ from
Exe Valley. This is a great village pub with a nice enclosed garden at the back,
and very unusually, a cinema upstairs.
The afternoon wears on so it’s back on the bus and onto our fifth pub,
“The Crediton Inn’ in Crediton. This is a lively roadside locals’ pub with 6
ales on the pumps. We are served by Julia and Sam and I try a ‘Century Gold’
from Black Country Brewery, Fixed Wheel, then a beer called ‘Dave’ by
Great Heck. The locals are a great bunch of lads and we have a good laugh.
Moving on and we head to our sixth pub, the ‘Bear Engine’ at Newton St
Cyrus. Jamie, Liz and Will are on duty and offer 5 ales. This is another
cracking Devon pub. The garden slopes down to the railway line where you
can sit and watch the world and the trains go by. This pub has it’s own
brewery. I have a ‘Piston bitter’, while some of the lads go for the stronger
‘Sleeper Heavy’. We are told that the main roads have been closed because of
an accident. So a local tells Dave the way to get out, and get to Exeter. We go
down a very narrow lane, followed by a local bus, a lorry and loads of cars.
After about 2 miles, Dave says “look at that!”. Coming towards us was a line
of cars. I spot a farmyard, 200 yards in front of the coach, I then had the joy of
explaining the situation to loads of drivers and getting them to turn around.
Thirty five cars later, we make it to the main road and head for St Davids
in Exeter, and the impressive ‘Imperial’. This is a Wetherspoons
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establishment, love them or hate them, this is one of the best I’ve been in. A
room has been set aside for us. So after a mixed grill, it’s back on the bus for
the drive home.
Seven great pubs, all not too far apart, with a good selection of beers to
choose from.
Our 78th beer tour is to the county of Wiltshire, I’ll let you know how it
goes!
Mick Cleveland
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From Small Beginnings
Two birds with one stone on my visit to Somerton – ‘Glastonbury Ales.’
and ‘Fine Tuned Brewery’.
The year 2002, a back-street garage in Glastonbury, a brave decision was
made by Greg Nicholls to challenge the traditional values of British Beers! He
set to in encouraging local artisans to come forward with ideas: - he spoke
with farmers, chefs, pub-goers and herbalists seeking their viewpoints with a
vision of which way to direct his endeavours in brewing beer.
A ‘Heath Robinson’ brew style of no more than 2 casks was the beginning
of his efforts. About two years of labour; in which time Paul Nash came on the
scene, with equal enthusiasm; their back-street toils out-grew the space they
had - so a move was needed. They chose Somerton. At much the same time
Greg began to have other interests and ideas so offered to pass on his
equipment to Paul.
2006 saw Paul de-camp, re-equip to a new build development, still in
Somerton, on the Wessex Park Industrial Estate; where he is today. There are
6 plus traditional beers on the ‘bill-o’-fare’; not just available in casks’ but
bottled also: - added to their seasonal beers all available from the brewery
shop.
With the new style, and name, ‘Craft Beer’ - Paul was a pioneer. To
understand this terminology opens up a topical debate: - not entered into here;
but Paul was in the forefront and vanguard of this gyration.
Paul is also in with an ever increasing interest in ‘Cider Making’. 3 ciders,
bearing various Glastonbury Ale names, with varying strength’s from 4.2% to
6.5% all available at the brewery
tap.
No more than fifty yards across the concrete yard, from Glastonbury Ales,
the newest Somerset brewery is about to ‘brew - forth’!
Pawel Kubinski and his partner Jo Crang were hoping to be up and
running at – ‘ Fine Tuned’ by the end of June 2017; but someone forgotten to
tell them that they live in Somerset! Those of us that know about these
things, with the best will-in-the-world, all best laid plans take three times
longer than anywhere else in England; perhaps with the exception of
Cornwall! The brewery proposed opening date is now, hopefully, set for the
end of July - (did I mean to say August?) with all the new shining equipment
neatly in place, but not quit plumbed in as yet, and hundreds of casks nicely
stacked.
Pav, as Pawel is called, has plentiful knowledge in brewing; a native of
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Poland he first had experience working at Newman’s Brewery, when Tom
Newman was brewing at Yatton, between Weston and Bristol; then a year at
Butcombe; was followed
by some years with Paul at
Glastonbury Ales. On
leaving Paul; Pav provided
his services to Cottage
Brewery at Lovington until
its closure in April 2017.
Valuable knowledge was
picked up from all Pav ’s
brewery experiences which
have now been brought
together with his own
brewing business : ‘Fine
Tuned’.
While in the final stages
of commissioning the new
brewery Pav has borrowed
space, equipment and plant
elsewhere - so his beers are
Fine Tuned Ales appeared at the Wyndham
on tap, already, in and
Arms Festival in Kingsbury Episcopi earlier this around the Somerton area.
Year
A passionate music lover,
Pav, follows the naming of
his beers by ‘playing’ on a ‘Musical Theme’. “Harmony” (4.3%) “Twist and
Stout” (4.5%) - with five other music loving names. We wish all the luck in
the world to his enterprise which will add another brewery to Somerset’s
brewing heritage.
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Round One
Winners
Bombardier
Jaipur
Broadside
Doombar
BBF Severn
Fox
GK IPA
Pedigree
Betty Stogs
ESB
Speckled Hen
Hobgoblin
Black Sheep

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

Jail Ale
Abbot

vs
vs

Round Two
Winners

Potholer
Landlord
Crop Circle
Yellowhammer
Tribute
Exmoor Gold
Reel
Proper Job
Directors
Pitchfork
Brains SA
London Pride
Summer
Lightning
Dark Star APA
Stag

Quarter Finals
Winners
London Pride
Directors
Stag
Brains SA

vs
vs
vs
vs

Yellowhammer
Gold
Summer Lightning
Proper Job

Semi Finals
Winners
Yellow Hammer
vs Gold
Proper Job
vs Summer Lightning
Final
Winner
Gold

vs Summer Lightning
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Tribute
vs Brains SA
Potholer
vs Directors
Crop Circle vs Summer Lightning
Landlord
vs Yellowhammer
HSB
vs Proper Job
Dark Star APA vs Exmoor Gold
London Pride vs Pitchfork
Reel
vs Stag
These are the results from this year’s
Real Ale Cup at the Brewers. The
original 32 beers are chosen by the
customers. Two casks are put on at
the same time with the first to go
going through to the next round.
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